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Introduction 
About 30 years ago, in the early 80s, I struggled with the reality of not being 
able to make a difference in the lives of children who had been abused, 
neglected, or abandoned by their parents.  My initial efforts had been to assist 
their parents in being able to raise them much better.  I often failed for many 
reasons.   
 
So I then decided that at least I could assist children who were being raised in foster care or 
adoptive homes by motivated and capable “new” parents to resolve their prior traumas and 
learn to live well in their new homes.  And again I often failed, not as often as when they 
were living within their original homes, but still too often.  It seemed that these children 
were not motivated to--or were not able to--learn to relate to their foster or adoptive parents 
in ways that led to their optimal development and to the development of their new 
relationships with these parents and with others.   I wanted to know why. 

Re-discovering Attachment Theory 

I went back to the books, focusing on child development and family relationships, I 
rediscovered attachment theory, something that I became aware of in the early 70s, but 
which was seen by my professors as not likely to be that important in a child’s development.  
How wrong they and I were!    
 
As I read more and more about this theory, which had been developed in the early 50s by 
John Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth, I became convinced that the traumatized children that I 
was trying to help had great difficulty developing a secure attachment with their foster or 
adoptive parents.    
 
Now I was beginning to understand why a 9-year-old foster girl said that she would like to 
move to a different home every three months.  Also, why an 8-year-old boy screamed that he 
did not want his foster parents to love him.  Why a 4-year-old boy would hit his foster mother 
whenever he became frustrated, no matter what the cause.   And why he then screamed at 
her when she tried to comfort and cuddle him.   
 
Attachment theory demonstrates how important it is for children’s development that they be 
able to turn to their caregivers for comfort and support whenever they are in distress.  The 
children who I was trying to treat would not do that.   
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Why would they when the original caregivers that they turned to were the ones who had hurt 
them and the ones who would hurt them further when they cried and wanted comfort?  
These children were more afraid of caregivers than they were of strangers!  They had stopped 
crying when they needed support because crying was either ignored or only brought more 
trauma!  Some tried to ‘go it alone’ through vigilance, control, and manipulation.  Others tried 
to compel others to meet their wishes through aggression and destruction.    
 
Seldom were these children able to regulate their emotional states and they could not even 
identify their emotions or begin to communicate them.   Seldom were these children able to 
understand what they thought, felt, or wanted, nor what their caregivers thought, felt, or 
wanted.  Their terror and shame left little room for making sense of what was happening in 
their lives.  They would neither seek nor respond to guidance and support given to them by 
their foster and adoptive parents, nor their teachers and therapists.  

Next steps … 

So in the late 80s I began struggling with how to utilize this incredibly rich theory that 
enabled me to understand the horrible impact that being traumatized by your attachment 
figures has on all aspects of your development.    
 
I visited therapists who said that their treatment was influenced by attachment theory.   
 
I reflected on how I was raising my own children as well as how I had been raised.    
 
I studied therapists whose work that I respected in any therapeutic model whether or not 
they worked with adults or children.    
 
I developed an initial model of treatment and from 1997 to now I have been publishing 
books about this model. 

Beginning to write about the model  

 In 1997 I wrote Facilitating Developmental Attachment, to be followed closely by another in 
1998 Building the Bonds of Attachment. The first presented the overview and the second was 
an effort to demonstrate its practical applications.   
 
From then, through the next decade I continued to refine my model, writing a few articles 
and publishing the 2nd edition of Building the Bonds of Attachment (2006).   
 
During this time I began calling this model Dyadic Developmental Psychotherapy (DDP), a 
specialized treatment for abused and neglected children, now being raised by foster and 
adoptive parents or even staff in group or residential facilities.    
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The development of DDP as a therapy that can be taught and replicated by 
other therapists 

Over these years I expanded the model for the treatment of all families and I called this more 
general model of family therapy, Attachment-Focused Family Therapy (2007).  This was 
followed by a book focused on parenting, Attachment-Focused Parenting (2009) and a more 
practical workbook of the treatment, Attachment-Focused Family Therapy Workbook, (2011).   
 
DDP has been taught in many areas of the US, Canada, and UK as well as on a smaller scale 
in a number of other countries as well.  As DDP expanded there became an increasing need 
to establish accrediting procedures for DDP therapists, consultants, and trainers.   

The future, and the DDP Institute (DDPI) Board 

The DDP Institute has been established for this purpose and accrediting policies are in place 
so that there are a growing number of DDP accredited professionals in North America and 
Europe.   
 
The Institute is currently exploring providing DDP accreditation for organizations.    
 
It is also developing protocols to facilitate gathering practice-based evidence on the 
effectiveness of this model of treatment.    
 
A DDP website has recently been developed for professionals, parents and carers, and the 
community as a whole.   
 
The current Board of DDPI have worked and continue to work hard and well in strengthening 
DDP and making it more available internationally.   
 
These individuals are Mervin Maier, Sian Phillips, Courtney Rennicke, Susan Schumacher and 
Robert Spottswood in North America and Geraldine Casswell, Kim Golding, Edwina Grant, 
Julie Hudson, and Pam Tower in Europe.    
 
Please contact me, or any of the other Board members, if you have any questions or ideas 
that you would like to share with other members of the DDP community. 
 
I am truly grateful and excited over the opportunity to work with all of you in continuing to 
develop this attachment-focused model of treatment and caregiving:  DDP. 
 
Dan Hughes 
Clinical Psychologist & Founder of DDP  

3 Feb 2014 
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About DDP Network 
DDP Network is a worldwide body that promotes DDP and supports 
professionals, parents and caregivers in finding out about the therapy 
and the parenting approach. We provide information about the therapy, 
how to become certified in DDP, the parenting approach, resources, 
training courses and conferences. 
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Contact 
Web: ddpnetwork.org 
 
Email: contact@ddpnetwork.org 


